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Season two is on a roll to start as last week saw things hitting the
ground running with Pentagon now as a major force for good and apparently
targeting Mil Muertes. Other than that we need to find out where Dario
Cueto is and whether or not he’s going to charge people to be murdered by
Matanza. Let’s get to it.

We open with a recap of last week’s opening and Ultima Lucha. That’s
quite the odd combination and it’s capped off by the new Dragon Azteca
putting on his mask.

Prince Puma is working out in the back as he flashes back to the Mil
Muertes lost. This brings in Pentagon Jr. to say they’re teaming tonight
against the Disciples of Death. After that though, Pentagon is coming for
him. They do a choreographed fight complete with sound effects before
Pentagon walks away. Good talk guys. Well guy as Puma didn’t actually say
anything.

The fans are chanting for Pentagon Jr. as Muertes (with his arm in a
sling) is sitting on his throne again. Vampiro doesn’t want to talk about
what happened last week.

Johnny Mundo vs. Killshot

I didn’t care much for Killshot last year. Killshot starts fast with a
kick to the face before Matrixing into a nipup to avoid Johnny’s kick.
They head outside with Killshot hitting a dive, only to get ripped in
half by a spear. You don’t see Johnny do that too often but it looked
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really good. The fans try to get creative with a JOHNNY ZERO chant but
it’s really not working.

Killshot comes back with something like a cutter, only to have Johnny
kick him in the face. The End of the World is broken up with a superkick
and a jumping hanging DDT. Killshot’s 450 gets a very close two but the
referee gets bumped, allowing Mundo to kick Killshot low. The End of the
World is enough to give Johnny the pin at 4:37.

Rating: C+. Killshot looked better than usual here and it was a good
season debut for Mundo. He’s one of those guys that you can put into any
spot on the card and he’s going to make it work through that X factor of
his alone. Good match here and a really strong choice for an opener.

Post match Mundo calls out Muertes but gets Cage, now seemingly a BIG
face, instead. Cage says he’s 100%, unlike that champion who has to sit
on his throne. If Muertes wants a real challenge, Cage is ready to break
him in half. Mundo is ready to fight right now but bails from Cage
instead. Cage motions that he wants the title, allowing Mundo to get in a
cheap shot. That’s fine with Cage as he runs Mundo over and presses him
up, sending Johnny bailing.

See, this is where the seasons format works. They spent season one
setting up these characters and now they’re putting them together in
feuds. Mundo and Cage both looked awesome and now we get to see which is
actually the better one. On top of that, everyone wants the title and a
shot at the man sitting above them all to tie the whole thing together.
That’s what the company should always be about: that heavyweight title.

Marty the Moth still has Sexy Star tied up and shows her….a dead moth.
His sister has said that it’s time for them to go back to the temple so
Star can blossom into a butterfly. This was REALLY creepy stuff and the
Moth continues to show that you don’t know what you’re going to get in
this promotion, which is one of its major strengths.

PJ Black (Justin Gabriel) is known as the Darewolf, who always wants the
next big thrill. In this case it means beating up some bikers (naturally
wearing lucha masks) outside of a hotel before coming to the Temple.



The Mack vs. PJ Black

Striker declares (Willie) Mack a cross between Joe Frazier and Porkchop
Cash. Black headlocks him to start as Striker keeps using the Willie
name, even though that’s not his name here. Vampiro kind of calls him out
on it and it’s time for some chops (Vampiro: “He slapped the South
African out of him right there.”). Mack gets the better of it for two,
followed by a Samoan Drop and a standing moonsault for two on Black.

We get a Norvell Austin reference for absolutely no logical reason (Yes I
get the reference and yes I know why Striker said it. It’s still just
kind of dumb.) before Black flips out of a German suplex. A Blue Thunder
Bomb and the top rope Lionsault get two on Mack but he rolls away before
the 450 can launch. That’s probably good since Killshot used it in the
first match. Black goes up for a springboard but dives into a Stunner
(supposed to be a cutter but Black landed on his knees) for the pin at
4:45. Striker: “Looks like he failed his wellness test.”

Rating: D+. I really wasn’t feeling this but I’ve never been the biggest
Black fan in the world. He’s fine and does a great looking 450 but the
rest of his body of work leaves something to be desired. Darewolf is fine
enough for a character but I’m really not sure what the point is in
having him lose to Mack of all people in his debut.

Kobra Moon, a new woman who looks like a vigilante super heroine, debuts
next week.

Disciples of Death vs. Prince Puma/Pentagon Jr.

Handicap and I really hope the Disciples have individual names now. I
mean, they did last time but it would be nice if they were repeated here.
Vampiro talks about Pentagon Jr. taking the dark path to the light,
basically confirming Pentagon’s face turn. The Disciples jump him from
the start but Pentagon hits a quick flip dive to take all of them out.
The numbers start catching up with our heroes though and we get into a
more standard match. Puma gets beaten down for a bit until a kick to the
face allows for the hot tag off to Pentagon.

The new hero starts firing off a bunch of Sling Blades and chops to the



chest, only to get in a shoving match with his partner. Everything breaks
down again and a hanging double arm DDT drops Puma. Striker starts using
the proper names halfway through the match and yeah I’m not bothering.
Puma drops one of the Disciples and hits the 630, only to have Pentagon
tag himself in and steal the pin at 7:35.

Rating: D+. I really don’t like this style of booking as the Disciples
are now looking like a set of three guys who just happen to be hanging
out with Muertes and Catrina. It doesn’t help that they just lost clean
to a two man team which had its own issues. The match itself wasn’t even
very good as it felt all over the place and the ending just happened.

Post match Pentagon and Puma slug it out but Pentagon can’t break the
arm, despite staring out at Vampiro.

We cut to the back for the final stinger. Someone is sitting with a hood
over his face as someone else talks to him about Dragon Azteca being his
mentor. The man in the hood is revealed as the new Dragon Azteca and the
speaker says that is his new identity. The speaker wears a mask as well
and he’s very happy with his own. We pan over and it’s…..REY MYSTERIO.
That might get them some attention.

Overall Rating: C. This was a pretty big step down but as usual it helps
to set up stuff for the future. Like, you know, Mysterio debuting. I like
the fact that they’re setting up the story of everyone going after
Muertes and we’re getting closer to actually paying some of this stuff
off. The key here though is Lucha Underground has earned the benefit of
the doubt to make me believe that it might actually work. You don’t get
that everywhere and it’s nice to have that feeling.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume IV at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01AXP08DK

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01AXP08DK?ref_=pe_2427780_160035660


http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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